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The Saga of The 
Postman Vs. ESPs 
Behind every successful email and
direct mail is a smart marketer!
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Introduction 

Ever since the introduction of the Internet, there has been a constant contention between direct mail 

and email in B2B marketing. While most companies combine both direct mail and email marketing, 

there is an inclination towards emailing as it is considered as a cost-effective option. Detailed further 

in this document, we will explore the pros and cons of direct mail and email marketing. However first 

we need to know how information is received.  

When we speak of communications, information is received by people in four 

different ways:

   Visually Through Pictures (See)
   Verbally Through Words (Read)
   Audit orally Through Speech (Hear)
   Kinesthetically Through Touch (Doing)

What traditional or snail mail accomplishes is three out of the four ways people receive information. 

It includes visuals, text and sensory stimulation such as when a person opens a mailer. Tactile 

sensation provides impact when prospects contemplate your marketing communication while 

holding your letter or mailer.

In comparison, email does not include kinesthetic or auditory elements. However, a good 'call to 

action' which urges readers to click on a link could be considered an action of doing. Therefore, it is 

possible to create an elaborate email that includes all four ways of sharing information by 

embedding elements such as graphics, audio recordings and videos.
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Direct Mail Pros

The main advantage of direct mail is the space it provides to include information. It allows you to tell 

your story and create interest from the reader. With direct mail you can include additional marketing 

communication such as testimonials, reviews or freebies, to add the necessary brand recall to 

improve promotion.

While email marketing is considered to be a cost effective alternative to direct mail, the statistics tell 

quite a different story.

The numbers quite clearly state that direct mail should be included in marketing strategies, maybe 

not as a standalone option, in combination with email marketing as well.

Direct Mail Cons

One of the major challenges faced in adopting direct mail marketing strategies is the expense 

associated with it. Increasing postage costs, printing costs and time and resources involved in direct 

mail marketing can be major issues. According to Direct Marketing Association, the ROR (Rate of 

Return) on direct mails can fall below 3.42 percent. And while the ROI on emails was more than 28 

percent, the ROI on direct mail was merely 7 percent.
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The open rate of direct mail is 91%, wherein 9 out of 

10 people open mails.

A report in ChiefMarketer.com states that, the 

response rates for a letter-sized mail was just over 3 

percent compared to email marketing response 

rates which were just 0.12 percent
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Email Marketing Pros 

The advantage sending emails have over direct mails is the cost effectiveness in delivery. While it is 

not entirely free, it definitely has a higher rate of return on investment in comparison to other 

communication channels. 
With email marketing, you also get the option to test you campaigns. By testing different groups with 

different offers, templates or subject lines, you can identify the best marketing strategies that clicks!

Another bonus  emails provide the ability for readers to instantly access free information offered. If 

you have linked emails with freebies such as whitepapers or research reports, all your readers have 

to do is click on the link, sign up and access what is offered, instead of waiting for it through snail mail. 

The fact that readers don't have to wait and can directly gain more valuable information improves 

response rates. 

Email Marketing Cons

The fact that email marketing is inexpensive makes it an advantage as well as a disadvantage. 

Billions of email accounts opened worldwide and the number of emails an individual or business 

sent and received every day has led to the biggest challenge yet, spamming. 

According to the American Economic Association, “Spam costs American firms and consumers 

almost $20B annually!”

Capturing the attention of an email reader is now tougher than before. Despite having opted-in, 

email readers are fickle, have short attention spans and patience. Because sending emails is 

considered to be free, marketing by numbers (through list brokers) is practiced widely without 
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“For every dollar spend on email marketing, you can 

expect an estimated return of $46."
Source: - A research study, "The Truth About Email 

Marketing," by Simms Jenkins
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realizing that it only drops subscribers' value. Like thought leader Seth Godin stated, “Of course, just 

because it's our default (to act like mass marketers) doesn't mean it's right.”

Besides email blasting, another challenge is to develop creative emails. While plain text mails are 

visually quite featureless, even Html email designs cannot provide the feel required to create impact. 

With a number of devices being used simultaneously, attention span of readers has drastically 

reduced. The constraining aspect of emails is they have to concise and crisp. People today don't 

read emails. They scan through it. So, all those expressively long copies, complex offers and 

supporting arguments are all out. Keeping emails short and simple has more impact..

Email Stats That Make You Gasp 

 In 2012, 144.8 billion emails are sent every day.

 In 2016, 192.2 billion emails will be sent daily.

 At the end of 2011, 3.146 billion email accounts existed worldwide.

 A corporate email user typically receives and sends around 105 email messages daily!

 Only 83% of all emails reach the Inbox.

 (Source: - IBM's Email Deliverability benchmark study)

 “Most B2B emails are opened within 24 hours of being sent, or not at all!”

 (Yesware Research: Email for Sales Open Rate Findings)

 “Triggered email messages get 119% higher click rates than "business as usual"

 messages” 

 Based on Epsilon, Q1 2012 North America Email Trend Results)
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Emails Sent Every Day (In Billions )

3.4 billion email 
accounts worldwide

2012

2016

144.8

                        192.2

Source: - Radicati Group (A technology research firm)
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 “59% of B2B marketers say email is the most effective channel in generating revenue.”

 (According to one BtoB Magazine survey)

How to Combine Direct Mail and Email Marketing 

After weighing the pros and cons of direct mail and email marketing, the best practice is to 

combine both channels and to use it appropriately at the right time with the right prospect. While 

there may be many marketers campaigning for email marketing as a better option, consider 

these stats. According to the DMA Releases 2012 Response Rate Report, “Cost per order or 

lead for acquisition campaigns is roughly equivalent for direct mail ($51.40), post card ($54.10), 

email ($55.24), and paid search ($52.58)”

 Utilize Both For Maximum Impact  

 When creating a campaign, strategically schedule your email to be sent on the same day

  your direct mail is expected to reach the mailbox. In this way, you can reach the

 customers through multiple touch-points.

 Maintain Consistency in Messaging  

 Your tone of message and what you offer should be consistent in both emails as well as

 direct mails. Offering two different messages not only confuses your customers it also

 reduces their level of interest.

 Strategically Space Out Both Channels  

 Direct mail and email need not necessarily be executed together. While postal mails may

 be more effective for certain campaigns, emails work better for others. However,

 integrating online and offline marketing communication connects with your customer

 regularly through different channels, therefore improving brand affinity.

Pointers to consider when combining direct mail and email marketing:

 Use email to promote simple offers.

 Use direct mail for more complex offers.

 Use website landing pages in direct mailers as an option to follow-up.
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With marketing, every customer touch-point is sacred and there is no reason to choose one 

channel over another. A multi-channel approach is effective in making your campaign successful. 

The only place where direct mail and email drastically differ is in delivery. This however should 

not be the sole reason when deciding which channel to utilize.

You can compare costs, ROI, accessibility, viability and relevance, but it is about getting noticed 

and if strategically integrating marketing channels helps in improving customer relationships, why 

not!

Conclusion

While we have been talking about direct mail and email, the most popular channel today 

however is social media. 

So why would marketers continue to use channels such as emails?
Ask the “Father of Email” Ray Tomlinson, a principal engineer at BBN Technologies, and he will 

tell you, “Because none of them really fill the space that email serves, which is you have a 

specific audience.” 

While new channels such as social media are emerging, there is a Gartner study that states that, 

early adopters of social media are tuning off, which means that the predicted value for the 

Interesting Snippet  
Who is the “Father of Email”?

Ray Tomlinson is considered as the “father of email” because he was the first 

one to send one of the many “hello world” kinds of indistinct, test messages 

from one computer machine physically sitting next to another. The messages 

plainly stated that the 'network email was up and running'. 

About the response he got, Tomlinson says, “I don't recall any actual replies. I 

did get some comments from people in the hall.”
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marketing medium is diminishing even in the formative stages. Accordingly, if it has taken social 

media 2 years to lose the zing, it must have taken email at least 8 years and direct mail at least 

100 years to fade.

While direct mail and email have been around for a while, utilizing them rightly can do wonders 

to the ROI of your marketing campaigns. The best practice is to develop communication that are 

targeted, creative, customized and engaging to suit the reader you are sending it to. Connect 

with them to enable them connect with your brand.

So how do you use channels such as emails and direct mail to stand part from the crowd? Mail 

Us. 

About BtoB Global

BtoB Global is a marketing company provides end-to-end solutions to build credible brands and 

consistently strengthen them. We manage your data and provide database marketing solutions 

through extensive marketing automation solutions to enable lead generation and lead to deal 

conversions, and to target, attract, acquire high value and retain quality customers.
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Visit us: 
www.btobglobal.com

Email us:
Info@btobglobal.com

We Would Like To Hear More Often From You:

Phone:
800-267-1172
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